The basis functions of lifting transform on graphs are completely determined by finding a bipartition of the graph and defining the prediction and update filters to be used. In this work we consider the design of prediction filters that minimize the quadratic prediction error and therefore the energy of the detail coefficients, which will give rise to higher energy compaction. Then, to determine the graph bipartition, we propose a distributed maximum-cut algorithm that significantly reduces the computational cost with respect to the centralized version used in our previous work. The proposed techniques show improvements in coding performance and computational cost as compared to our previous work.
INTRODUCTION
When using typical coding approaches based on standard separable wavelet transforms, overall bit-rates can be reduced for a given image or video if the signal is compacted into a smaller number of large coefficients. Encoding images or videos with large luminance discontinuities (e.g., complex contours) may give rise to many large high-pass coefficients near these discontinuities, which can be costly in terms of rate. Directional transforms are able to adapt their basis functions in order to filter along high-correlation paths (e.g., directions of low variation in pixel intensity in an image or video sequence), avoiding filtering across large discontinuities, resulting in smaller high frequency coefficients in those locations. For image coding, several works have been proposed in this area [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . For video coding, some approaches have been developed in which the filtering directions follow motion trajectories (motioncompensated temporal filtering (MCTF)) [5] , [6] . The lifting scheme [7] , which allows to construct multiresolution signal representations in a simple way, has been used in some of these works [5] , [6] , [2] .
In [8] we presented a new lifting-based wavelet transform for video signals that allows performing the filtering operations following arbitrary 3-dimensional (spatio-temporal) directions. Our transform is invertible, critically sampled and "non-separable", in the sense that spatio-temporal filtering operations are used, and can be considered as a generalization of wavelet-based video encoders. The transform is based on the extension of lifting wavelet transforms on arbitrary graphs data [9] to J levels of decomposition. The work in [8] showed improvements in performance as compared to the LI-MAT method [5] and to a motion compensated DCT video encoder in terms of non-linear approximation (PSNR as a function of nonzero coefficients). In [10] the transform was used to obtain a complete video encoder. This work proposed a new coefficient reordering technique and a low complexity version of the transform that operates on subgraphs of the original graph, reducing the overall complexity. The proposed scheme showed encouraging results as compared to a simplified DCT based encoder. Nevertheless, our previous work in [10] had two major drawbacks. First, edge weights in the graph, which were used to define the prediction and update filters and the reordering of the coefficients, were experimentally set to wt = 10 and ws = 2 for temporal and spatial edges respectively, based on the assumption that temporal prediction is usually more accurate that the spatial one. These weights were fixed and could not change with the video content. Second, in the low complexity version of the transform, which performs the bipartition of the graph working in subgraphs, the final encoder complexity depended on the motion of the sequence, so that there would be no complexity reduction for relatively high motion sequences such as Carphone or Football.
The problem of optimizing prediction filters in lifting transforms has been considered by several authors, typically using optimization criteria to minimize the expected energy of the detail coefficients. In this way, [11] obtains the optimal predictors of an arbitrary lifting scheme and applies them to lossless image compression. [12] minimizes the energy of the detail coefficients through an additional prediction step, improving the compression performance. [13] designs a prediction step that minimizes the expected energy of the detail signal in a generalized lifting scheme, and [14] proposes to jointly find the forward and backward motion vectors that minimize the energy of detail coefficients in a motion compensated 5/3 transform.
The main contribution of this paper is to extend these prediction filter optimization techniques to a graph-based lifting transform in order to minimize the quadratic prediction error (the energy of the detail coefficients). Specifically, we consider an undirected graph (that represents the video information) in which any node can have an arbitrary number of spatial and temporal neighbors, and we obtain the optimal spatial and temporal prediction weights.
We also discuss here a new low complexity approach for determining the graph bipartition that operates in a distributed manner, reducing the complexity of the maximum-cut greedy algorithm used in [10] independently of the video content. We achieve average gains of around 0.4 dB as compared to [10] , while reducing the complexity of the graph partition process by a factor of over 200. Note that the proposed low complexity approach deals with the graph partition process, which is one of the most complex processes of the system, incurring a negligible loss of performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the graph-based transform for video coding proposed in [10] . Section 3 introduces the proposed weighting of the graph. Our low complexity approach is presented in Section 4. Experimental results are provided in Section 5 and conclusions in Section 6.
GRAPH-BASED TRANSFORM FOR VIDEO CODING

Graph Representation of the Video Sequence
The first step to perform the transform is to obtain a graph representation of the video content in which every node represents one pixel. In the graph, any pixel can be linked to multiple spatial or temporal neighbors. To obtain an efficient transform it is essential that linked pixels have similar luminance values. Therefore, to exploit spatial correlation, a pixel is linked to any pixel in its 8-connected neighborhood if no contour 1 exists between them. Regarding the temporal correlation, we link those pixels that are connected to each other by a motion vector transmitted as side information. Finally, note that links between pixels in the graph are weighted as a function of the expected correlation between the pixel intensities. This weighting will influence the design of the basis functions, as well as the reordering of the coefficients generated by the transform. In [10] , temporal connections were weighted with a value of wt = 10 and spatial connections with ws = 2.
Lifting Transforms on Graphs
Once we have the graph, we want to obtain a multi-resolution representation of this graph using wavelets constructed by means of the lifting approach [7] . In lifting, transform invertibility can be guaranteed if the input data at each specific level of decomposition j is split into prediction (Pj) and update (Uj) disjoint sets; we refer to this as the U/P assignment process. Then, prediction (p m,j (m ∈ Pj)) and update (un,j(n ∈ Uj)) filters may be defined so that the m-th detail coefficient at level j, dm,j, can be computed from h ∈ Uj update neighbors, and the n-th smooth coefficient sn,j can be computed from l ∈ Pj prediction neighbors as:
Note that, using this notation, the original raw data (the luminance value of the pixels) will be x (k) = sn,1, where k is the pixel index. To carry out a multi-resolution analysis, we apply this process iteratively. First, we construct the graph at decomposition level j + 1 using information from the graph at level j, by connecting those update nodes that were either directly linked or two hops away from each other in the graph at level j. Then, we perform the Uj+1/Pj+1 assignment process. Finally, the smooth coefficients at (j)-th decomposition level of the transform are projected onto the approximation and detail subspaces, giving rise, respectively, to the smoothlow pass (sn,j+1) and detail-high pass (dm,j+1) coefficients at the (j + 1)-th decomposition level. Figure 1 illustrates the complete process and the subband decomposition obtained after two levels of the transform. Refer to [8] for details.
U/P assignment and Filter Design
Given that the transform operates on a bi-partite graph (i.e., we discard the edges between nodes of the same color), the U/P assignment is essentially a 2-color graph coloring problem [9] . The criterion used in [10] to perform the U/P assignment was to maximize the total weight of the edges between the P and the U sets, which is equivalent to the formulation of the weighted maximum cut problem. We employed the greedy solution given in [15] . The prediction and update filters were choosen to take into account the expected correlation between nodes as described in [8] .
OPTIMAL FILTER DESIGN
In our previous work the weights on the graph were experimentally fixed, with values wt = 10 and ws = 2 for temporal and spatial correlation, respectively. However, the local correlation between temporal and spatial neighbors changes with the video content, and thus the value of optimal prediction weights would change as well. We now find the prediction filter weights that minimize the quadratic prediction error, achieving small detail coefficients and thus high energy compaction.
Let G = (V, E) be an undirected graph, where V = {1, . . . , N } is a set of nodes and E ⊂ V × V a set of edges. Let S, T the set of spatial and temporal edges respectively, with S ∪ T = E. Denote one-hop spatial neighborhood of k, N k s = {u ∈ V : ku ∈ S} for all nodes k ∈ V. Thus, the mean value of the spatial neighbors of a node k is defined asx
where N k s is the number of spatial neighbors of k. Similarly for the temporal neighbors. Assuming that every node k is linearly predicted from its spatial and temporal neighbors asx
t , we want to find the weights ws and wt that minimize the quadratic prediction error over all the nodes k: min ws,wt k
Differentiating with respect to ws and wt we obtain the solution:
where
are the correlation matrices. Usually, the graph topology is defined by means of its adjacency matrix. Let As = as i,j and At = at i,j be the adjacency matrices of the subgraphs containing only the spatial and temporal edges, respectively, where each column is normalized (i.e., as i,j = 1/ N j s if ij ∈ S; as i,j = 0 if ij / ∈ S). "Vectorizing" the sequence into a 1 × M N F row vector x, where M N is the frame size and F the number of frames considered, we can write:
These coefficients can be computed for any subgraph H ⊂ G (e.g., block-by-block or frame-by-frame) and at any level of decomposition j. Given that the weights should be sent to the decoder as side information, a trade-off exists between accuracy in the weights selection (lower subgraphs sizes) and side information to be sent. Table 1 shows examples of detail coefficient energy normalized by the number of prediction nodes in the first level of the transform
obtained coding 20 frames using the proposed weights (calculated in a frame-by-frame basis) and using the weights of [10] . Note that the Ed j=1 is lower with the proposed method for all the considered cases. Fig. 2 shows the detail coefficient values obtained using the propposed approach (right part of each subfigure) and the fixed weights of [10] (left part of each subfigure). The example corresponds to a region of a specific frame of "Airshow" (scene cut) and "Football" (fast motion). Darker colors indicate higher negative coefficient values, while brighter colors mean higher positive coefficient values. Grey indicates coefficients close to zero. It can be seen that the absolute value of the detail coefficients is lower in the proposed approach. Specifically, in the scene cut of "Airshow", (w * s , w * t ) = (0.7, 0.3) , and thus the filtering mainly follows the spatial directions, giving rise to better predictions and lower detail coefficients energy. The evolution of the (w * s , w * t ) values is shown in Fig. 3 . Observe that, in "Airshow", w * t is close to one (actually "Airshow" is a very static sequence) except in the scene cuts (frames number 6 and 16), where w * s becomes larger. Also note that the first frame does not have any temporal forward neighbor, and therefore w * s = 1 and w * t = 0. Fig. 2 . Detail coeffients value. The U/P assignment and the optimal weighting problems are coupled, so that to obtain the weighted maximum-cut solution we need to know the graph weights and, on the other hand, to obtain the optimal prediction weights we need to know which nodes are prediction nodes (i.e., the U/P assignment solution). In this way, given an U/P assignment, the optimal weights should be obtained summing just over the nodes k ∈ P in the minimization problem in (3). The problem could be solved iteratively, but the computational cost would be significant. We experimentally observed that Fig. 3 . w * evolution. the weight values do not significantly change if they are calculated before (over all the nodes of the graph) or after the U/P assignment (over the prediction nodes), and therefore we consider our solution a good approximation.
Once we have defined the prediction filters, for each update node we design an update filter that is orthogonal to the prediction filters of its neighboring prediction neighbors, as proposed in [16] . In spite of the fact that this do not imply that the update filters are orthogonal to all the prediction filters, this solution reduces the impact of the "worse-case" coherence, because the prediction filters centered in prediction nodes that are not neighbors have little or no common support with the given update filter. Other approaches for the update filters design can be found in the literature [17] , [18] .
So far we have completely defined the weighting on the graph and the prediction and update filters. In the next section we explain how to perform the U/P assignment.
DISTRIBUTED U/P ASSIGNMENT
In [10] we proposed a transform that operated on subgraphs of the original graph in order to reduce the U/P assignment complexity, which increases rapidly with the number of nodes N of the graph. Nevertheless, this approach has the drawback that the final complexity depends on the motion of the video sequence (faster motion sequences tend to lead to larger subgraphs and thus to higher computational cost), leading to practically no complexity reduction in sequences such as Football or Carphone.
We now propose an approach for performing the U/P assignment that works in a distributed manner, leading to a computational complexity almost independent of the video content. This method reduces the complexity of the weighted maximum-cut greedy algorithm used, from the O N 3 · log N worse-case complexity of [15] ,
where B is the block size used in the algorithm. Note that for a fixed B, the complexity increases linearly with N in the proposed approach.
The idea consists in calculating the weighted maximum-cut solution in blocks of size B, making local U/P decisions, and "transferring" this information to neighboring blocks. This is achieved by operating with overlapping blocks. Note that there exists a complexity-precision trade-off in the selection of B. The larger the block size B, the more complex and accurate solution.
The proposed greedy solution is described in Algorithm 1, where Uj and Pj form a bipartition of the node set Uj−1, Fi and Gi form a bipartition of Bi, and we consider Gain of a node to be the sum of weights of all its incident edges. The algorithm requires NB blocks of size B so that Bi i∈N B = V, covering all the nodes of the graph. Every block must "see" the decisions taken in neighboring blocks, which in the algorithm means that Bi ∩ Bj = ∅, where i is the block to be processed and j is each one of the already processed neighboring blocks. The intersection is the information that they share, and must include the nodes in Bj that have edges that go from block j to block i. Fig. 4 illustrates two iterations of the algorithm. In the first iteration (left part of the figure), a local weighted maximum-cut solution is found in block B1. Then, in the second iteration, block B2 includes the nodes of B1 that have edges that go from B1 to B2 (boundary nodes). Therefore, the local weighted maximum-cut in B2 is influenced by the already known colors of these boundary nodes, which means that the solution for block B1 affects the solution for block B2. With this simple approach we get the speed-up benefits of operating with blocks, while guaranteeing a consistent solution across blocks.
Algorithm 1 Distributed Weighted Maximum Cut Algorithm
Require: Uj = {∅}, Pj = {Uj−1}, NB blocks of size B
1: for i = 1 to NB do
2:
Fi = {∅} and Gi = Bi
3:
Fi ← Bi ∩ Uj and Gi ← Gi\Fi
4:
Change the sign of the incident edge weights to every node f ⊂ Fi
5:
Calculate the Gain of the nodes ⊂ Bi
Select the node a with largest Gain, a = max(Gain)
while Gain > 0 do 8: Let Fi ← Fi ∪ {a}
Let Gi ← Gi\ {a} 10: Change the sign of the incident edge weights to node a
11:
Update Gains of adjacent nodes 12: Select the node a with largest Gain, a = max(Gain) 13: end while 14: Uj ← Uj ∪ Fi
15:
Pj ← Pj\Fi 16: end for 17: return Uj and Pj The experimental results for the complexity reduction (CR), calculated as the ratio of encoding times when coding 20 frames using the centralized and the distributed approaches (CR = timecent time dist ), show the efficiency of the proposed method. Using a block size in the algorithm of B = 512, we obtain CR = 228 in Carphone, CR = 203 in Mobile and CR = 197 in Container, keeping the cut of the graph and the number of U and P nodes selected very similar to those chosen in the centralized approach, and thus causing a negligible loss in performance.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the coding performance of the proposed encoder, we compare it against the work in [10] and against a motioncompensated DCT video encoder in terms of Rate-Distortion values for different test sequences. The test conditions are similar to those used in [10] . The coefficients are quantized using a uniform deadzone quantizer in the DCT, and a subband dependent quantization in [10] and in our proposed work. These quantized coefficients are scanned as is explained in [10] , and in the tradicional zigzag scanning order in the DCT. Then, a run-length encoding is performed in the encoders, obtaining the symbols to be entropy coded. Finally, the bitstream is obtained coding the symbols using an adaptive arithmetic coder. Regarding the side information, our encoder will have an extra overhead because it should send the weight prediction values every frame. In the experiments, five levels of decomposition of the proposed transform are performed. Block sizes of 16 × 16 and one reference frame are assumed in the motion estimation process. In the DCT encoder, we use 8 × 8 DCT. The block size used in the low cost approach is set to B = 512. 5 shows the Rate-Distortion curves for four different QCIF sequences, M obile, Carphone, F lower and Container. In general, our proposed method outperforms our previous work and the DCT based approach. The gain is about 0.3-0.6 dB over [10] and about 2-4 dB over the DCT based approach in the test sequences. Besides, the complexity of the U/P is greatly reduced.
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a way to select the optimal spatio-temporal prediction weights in a video encoder based on lifting transforms on graphs. This is equivalent to choose the filtering directions as a function of the correlation between pixels, leading to a higher energy compaction. A low complexity approach of the U/P assignment has been proposed. This provides improved performance over our previous work.
